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Most countries have rules and
regulations related to safety for almost
all products. The focus on
environmental aspects is growing,
ranging from the use of hazardous
substances to energy efficiency and
recycling. Compliance with
regulations is therefore no longer just
a matter of getting the design in line
with product safety specifications, it
relates to the whole lifecycle and
sustainability of the product. 
The common denominator for most
of these rules and regulations is a
need, mandatory or on a voluntary
basis, for an independent body to
examine the product and make a
statement about its compliance.

This is commonly referred to as
Product Certification. By pursuing
product compliance, you will not only
achieve a ‘ticket to trade’, but also
reduce the risk of claims caused by
non-compliant products, reduce
development costs and build your
brand so that it will be associated with
high quality and environmentally
friendly products.

Increased need for safe
and sustainable products



Over the last decade product
compliance issues have gone through
a tremendous change. Not so long
ago manufacturers had to go through
a cumbersome process of getting their
product approved for every country
they wanted access to. The processes
were often different and so were the
technical requirements. 

There are many drivers for achieving
global regulations or at least global
compliance to specifications. Thanks
to the pressure from industry on
global trade and efforts within
international standardisation,
companies can now reduce their costs
by testing and certifying their product
once for a relatively large market, and
thereby gain acceptance in many
countries. A key player for you in this
respect is DNV.

A NEW RISK REALITY  
Not only is the market global for
many products, in a lot of cases so is
the manufacturing process. 

On the way to global compliance 
Today most products are realised
through complex interactions between
component suppliers, sub-unit
suppliers, remote manufacturing
plants and distribution hubs.
As a result new risks have emerged
resulting from added complexity,
distance and culture. DNV is at the
forefront when it comes to methods
and techniques for managing your
supply chain.



The DNV solution
DNV has achieved major success
utilising its unique concept of
building close relationships with
manufacturers to assist in product
compliance management. 
Our concept consists of the following
steps:

ESTABLISHING RELATIONS  
It is important for DNV to establish a
close relationship with you, as this is
the foundation for building trust.
We will start by mutually presenting
key company data, business ideas and
core values. 

ANALYSING NEEDS
An essential part of our concept is to
analyse your needs by focusing on
your products/technologies, your
current markets and your ambitions
for the products in question.  

TRAINING
One of the key elements to
developing your business and
meeting your objectives is training
for your people. DNV’s training
services are built around knowledge,
motivation and inspiration to ensure
that the participants are equipped 
to take their competence to the next
level. Real-life cases combined with
best practices facilitate the learning
experience and provide the
participants with current and
applicable knowledge, which
empower them to implement changes
and improvements.

SPECIFICATIONS
The more details regarding product
requirements identified in the
specifications phase, the higher the
chance of the development project
meeting its goals, for example
delivery time and cost. Is your
product specification phase for new
and revised products well managed?
DNV has long experience in
facilitating the process of finding and
selecting relevant rules, regulations
and future trends for various
products/technologies, including
relevant standards and specifications
needed to document compliance, 
and even go beyond compliance. 

COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
COMPILATION 
Very often, the main obstacle for a
speedy compliance process is quality
of documentation. Sometimes the
documentation even has to be
translated to a local language. With
our long experience and widespread
network, DNV can help you with the
structuring and quality of compliance
documentation.



COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT AND
CERTIFICATION
DNV will, in close cooperation with
you, plan and perform design
appraisal, risk assessments, testing,
inspection and/or audits to the
schemes and/or standards identified
as relevant. Where DNV does not
have the necessary facilities or
authority to perform the assessment,
we will assist the manufacturer in
finding the right service provider, for
example a
laboratory or national authority.
Relevant schemes and/or standards:
• International schemes and standards -

examples: Various initiatives under
the UN and WTO, the IEC
conformity assessment systems and
ISO/IEC standards.

• Regional schemes and standards -
examples: EU directives requiring
CE marking, EN standards and
various Mutual Recognition
Agreements (MRAs) between
continents. 

• National schemes and standards -
examples: Numerous national or
even more local schemes and
standards. Partly open and partly
closed schemes such as CCC for
China, Gost for Russia, or OSHA
for the US.

• The DNV scheme - DNV will assist you
in finding relevant, universal and

up-to-date specifications to
document compliance and to apply
modern risk based assessment
techniques through the whole
lifecycle of your product.

DNV MARK OF CONFORMITY
Through the DNV scheme you can
receive the right to use the DNV mark
of conformity. By demonstrating
visually with the DNV mark of
conformity that the product is safe
and sustainable, you will build trust
and confidence with the end user. 

SURVEILLANCE 
As part of our service DNV will
continually monitor production
through product focused quality
audits and/or other types of
monitoring and inspections.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
Do you have efficient routines to
manage the quality of production?
You can reduce the risk of letting non-
compliant products out to the market
and avoid negative public exposure by
applying certain methods. Through
product surveillance and advisory
activities, DNV can help optimise the
production and the supply chain to
reduce cost and to manage safety and
environmental aspects, as well as
ethical and fair trade issues.



Why partner with DNV?
DNV is an international foundation,
established in 1864, with the primary
objective to safeguard life, property,
and the environment. DNV has no
shareholders, and all net income is
invested back into DNV’s research
and business development projects.

DNV is a market leader in third party
certification and assessment services
with a global reputation for
excellence. We operate from more
than 300 offices worldwide; our
employees speak your language and
know your local needs, customs, and
markets.

DNV has achieved major success
utilising its unique concept of
building close relationships with
manufacturers to assist in product
compliance management. DNV is a
reliable partner that gives you the
support and expertise you need and
helps you in the different steps of
developing your products. 

DNV provides a one-stop shopping
concept by offering a range of single

or combined certification services,
enhancing the effectiveness of the
certification process. This is why DNV
lets you combine product certification
with other services.
We have one of the most stringent
assessor training and qualification
programmes in the business,
guaranteeing that our certification
services are delivered with top quality
every time, everywhere. 

DNV offers a wide range of courses,
workshops, and seminars in various
categories designed to meet your
people’s needs within:

• Quality

• Environment

• Health and Safety

• Risk Management

• Project Management

• Sustainability





DNV - PROVIDING TRUST AND CONFIDENCE

DNV is an independent and autonomous foundation working to safeguard life, property and the environment.
We are a knowledge-based company and our prime assets are the creativity, knowledge and expertise of our people.
As a world-leading certification body and a global provider of solutions for managing risk, we work to help our customers
safely and responsibly improve performance.

To learn more, visit www.dnv.com
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